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ABSTRACT

The matching pursuit (or MP) algorithm decomposes audio data
into a collection of thousands of constituent sound particles or ga-
borets. These particles correspond to the “quantum” or granular
model of sound posited by Dennis Gabor. This robust and high-
resolution analysis technique creates new possibilities for sound
visualization and transformation. This paper presents an account
of a first round of experiments with MP-based visualization and
transformation techniques.

1. THE GRANULAR REPRESENTATION OF SOUND

In the 1940s, the Nobel Prize winning physicist Dennis Gabor pro-
posed that any sound could be decomposed into acoustical quanta
bounded by discrete units of time and frequency [1,2,3]. This
quantum representation formed the famous Gabor matrix. Like
a sonogram, the vertical dimension of the Gabor matrix indicated
the location of the frequency energy, while the horizontal dimen-
sion indicated the time region in which this energy occurred. In
a related project, Gabor built a machine to granulate sound into
particles. This machine could alter the duration of a sound without
shifting its pitch. In these two projects, the matrix and the granu-
lator, Gabor accounted for both important domains of sound rep-
resentation. The matrix was the original windowed frequency do-
main representation. The granulation machine, on the other hand,
operated on a time domain representation.

Today such representations are labeled by a multiplicity of
terms: “acoustic quantum,” “grain,” “gaboret,” “Gaussian elemen-
tary signal,” “short-time segment,” “Gabor atom,” “wavelet,” etc.
Roads [4] cites 32 different names. In this paper, we refer to
all such techniques asgranular representations,echoing the term
used by the composer-engineer Iannis Xenakis, who first proposed
a granular representation of musical sound [5,6,7].

Techniques that exploit granular representations have emerged
as highly useful tools for the synthesis and transformation of musi-
cal sound. Recent advances let us probe and explore the beauties of
this formerly unseen world. Granular techniques dissolve the rigid
bricks of music architecture–the notes–into a more fluid and sup-
ple medium. Sounds may coalesce, evaporate, or mutate into other
sounds. The sensations of point, pulse (regular series of points),
line (tone), and surface (texture) appear as the density of particles
increases. Sparse emissions leave rhythmic traces. When the par-
ticles line up in rapid succession, they induce the illusion of tone

continuity that we call pitch. As the particles meander, they flow
into streams and rivulets. Dense agglomerations of particles form
swirling sound clouds whose shapes evolve over time.

The potential of granular representations has yet to be fully ex-
plored [4]. New approaches to signal analysis have demonstrated a
variety of techniques that serve as analytical correlates to granular
synthesis, under the broad category of wavelet or atomic decompo-
sitions [8]. For clarity and consistency, we refer to these analytical
methods as “granular decompositions.”

1.1. The Matching Pursuit Algorithm

Amongst the garden of granular decompositions lies the matching
pursuit (MP) algorithm, pioneered by Mallat and Zhang [9]. The
MP is a generalized framework for computing adaptive, granular
signal representations. Many different flavors of the MP have been
proposed [10]. The concept of the algorithm derives from Gabor:
given an input signal, elementary particles can be combined to re-
constitute that signal.

Figure 1 shows the operational flow of the MP algorithm. In
step 1, the sound input, dictionary, residue, and output buffers are
initialized. In step 2, the algorithm searches the particle dictionary
to find the best match to the sound energy. The search procedure
varies by implementation.

The core of this search algorithm is the inner product space
used to calculate the correlation between the sound and the dictio-
nary particles. In the simplest case, this is the standard dot product.
Some varieties of the search procedure also contain a step that re-
fines the current grain selection [13], or optimizes the search using
previous results [10].

The dictionary construction varies according to the flavor of
the MP being run. The structure and contents of the dictionary are
flexible; the only requirement of the dictionary is that its vectors
(grains) form a basis for the set of all input signals. In the common
case, the dictionary is redundant, made up of pure sines, gaborets
(a sine wave modulated by a gaussian envelope), and diracs (tran-
sient functions). This dictionary is useful for musical signals since
it contains particles that can reconstitute the basic structures of a
musical event: harmonic steady-state spectra and transient attack
structures. In addition to this form, the MP algorithm has been
adapted to use dictionaries of chirplets [11], and damped sinusoids
[12].

Once a grain is chosen, it is subtracted from the signal in step
3. The remainder is called the residue, and is used for subsequent
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Figure 1: The Basic Flow of the Matching Pursuit. See text for
explanation.

search. The coefficients (or dictionary indices) are saved (step 4),
and the exit condition is tested in step 5. The pursuit is terminated
when either a specified number of particles are found, or a percent-
age of the signal’s energy has been dissolved. If this condition is
not met, the process returns to step 2.

The result of the analysis is a granular representation. Grains
are listed parametrically by the grain’s center time, frequency, phase,
amplitude, and duration.

1.2. Matching Pursuit analysis versus Fourier analysis

The Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) forms the core of most
analysis and transformation methods employed by musicians. The
toolbox created around the STFT is extensive, with new applica-
tions being added every year. However, certain properties of the
Fourier transform make it less than ideal for certain applications.
Initial experimentation with MP analysis has yielded provocative
results that suggest that it may perform certain tasks at a higher
level of quality than the STFT.

Perhaps the most notable defect of the STFT is poor localiza-
tion of sound structures in both time and frequency. The STFT is
not well suited to describe events that are smaller or larger than the
hop size of the analysis [9]. The frequency resolution is directly
tied to the window size, which further complicates event onset lo-
calization. The time-frequency tradeoff of the STFT distorts the
reality of sound, fogging the acoustic lens of computer music with
spectral clutter. Since MP analysis uses a multiscale dictionary of
atoms with arbitrary frequency resolution, time-frequency resolu-

tion is not tied to the size of the analysis sample. Visual compar-
isons of this phenomenon are given below.

Another important difference between the STFT and MP is
translation invariance. This property of the MP representation
makes it useful for pattern search and recognition, since a fea-
ture’s representation is not dependent on its time-frequency loca-
tion. The STFT is translation invariant as well, but this property is
destroyed by sampling the translation parameter uniformly [8].

The translation invariance of the MP representation lets us al-
ter and extract information while conserving the energy content of
the original signal. It is well known that changing the parameters
of a single frequency bin in an STFT alters the entire spectrum,
and thus character of a sound. Initial experiments have shown
that deleting, transposing, or otherwise altering a selected group
of grains does not destroy the timbral character of a sound.

2. SOUND VISUALIZATION WITH THE MATCHING
PURSUIT ALGORITHM

The granular representation created by MP analysis affords a unique
and powerful visualization technique. Utilizing the Wigner-Ville
distribution in a simple but novel way, these visualizations, which
we would like to term “microsonograms”, let one look inside the
life of a sound. The following is a brief overview of the techniques
involved with some pictorial examples. We will present video ex-
amples during our talk.

2.1. Spectral Visualizations

Visualizations of spectral analysis are essential tools for computer
music. For a history of spectrum analysis and visualization see
[14]. Spectral analysis entered the modern era in the 1960s when
Cooley and Tukey pioneered the fast Fourier transform and digital
computing made its calculation practical [14]. Researchers were
finally able to capitalize on the local Fourier analysis proposed by
Gabor [1].

The Fourier spectrogram depicts sound as continuous strata,
zones of intensity blurred across time and frequency. Pointed sonic
gestures become dull smears. The granular representation and its
visualization, as presented by Mallat and Zhang [9], give us a more
detailed visual account of sound’s inner structure.

2.2. The Wigner-Ville Distribution and the Microsonogram

Mallat and Zhang [9] introduced a visualization method for the
MP analysis data that uses Wigner-Ville distribution to plot the
time-frequency energy of an analyzed signal. The Wigner-Ville
Distribution (WVD) is a development that parallels the theories of
Gabor and representative of a second (and fundamentally differ-
ent) direction in time-frequency analysis [15]. While brought into
the signal processing world by Ville in 1948, Wigner originally
developed it in 1932 in the context of quantum thermodynamics
[8]. In contrast to the granular model of signal energy, the WVD
is a quadratic time-frequency energy distribution that is computed
by correlating a signal with a time and frequency translation of it-
self. The result is a time-frequency distribution with a continuous
character, as opposed to the granular model above.

The utility of the standard WVD is limited due to interference
terms that make interpretation problematic [15]. However, this
property is overcome using the granular representation produced
by the MP. The standard MP uses only static frequency gaborets.
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Figure 2: A single cycle of a sine wave at 440 hertz. At top is
the signal plot, in the middle the single particle found with MP
analysis, and at the bottom is spectrogram of a 256 point STFT
with a Hamming window.

The WVD of a single gaboret does not contain interference terms
since it is well localized in time and frequency. The WVD of each
grain found in the MP is summed [9], and the result is a represen-
tation that is distinct from the sonogram. It is a collection of grains
whose parameters are independent, rather than a continuum of sine
waves that are locked together in time.

It should be noted that although MP analysis is amenable to
dictionaries composed of a wide variety of grain waveforms, cer-
tain waveforms cannot be visualized with the WVD without inter-
ference. Gaborets, chirplets, and other stationary or linearly mod-
ulated, single component particles can be visualized with good re-
sults. Grains with multiple frequency components and non-linear
frequency modulations require more complicated procedures to vi-
sualize clearly, with a limited degree of success [15].

2.3. Visualization Examples

Figure 2 is an example using a single cycle of a sine wave at 440
cps. At top is a signal plot, in the middle is the WVD of the sin-
gle grain found with an MP, and at bottom is a 256-point STFT
with a Hamming window. It can easily be seen how the MP repre-
sentation is better localized in time and frequency. Figure 3 is a
brief excerpt from the compositionPictor alphaby Curtis Roads
[18]. At top, the signal plot of the excerpt, composed of grains and
a sharp transient, in the middle, a microsonogram of the first 100
particles found in an MP analysis, and at bottom, a 256 point STFT
with a Hamming window. Note how the STFT (bottom) while
recovering the main pitched component in rough form, dissolves
the transient across the time-frequency plane. The microsonogram
(middle) represents the transient well, as well as better showing
the amplitude variation of the pitched component. All components
of the sound are localized.

Figure 3: A 100ms excerpt from the composition Pictor alpha by
Curtis Roads. At top is a plot of the excerpt. In the middle is a
microsonogram of the first 100 particles of a MP analysis of the
signal. At the bottom is a spectrogram of a 256-point STFT with a
Hamming window.

3. SOUND TRANSFORMATIONS USING MATCHING
PURSUIT ANALYSIS

Granular representations of sound present us with new possibilities
for sound transformation that are impossible or impractical using
STFT-based methods. Granular representations have advantages
that free us of many of the conceptual and technical encumbrances
of the Fourier representation. But in order to forge new sound
effects with this data, we must, to some degree, leave our Fourier
sensibilities behind us. This will free us to take full advantage of
the granular nature of sound energy.

Additive synthesis techniques draw from STFT-based methods
due to their direct conceptual relationship. Similarly, we can find
a wealth of information to fertilize our experiments with granular
representations by looking at granular synthesis and transforma-
tion techniques.

For our experiments, we wrote software that analyses sound
data using the MP functions [19] in the LastWave software pack-
age [20], which contains the most complete implementation of MP
analysis. The transformations are performed on the resultant data,
which is resynthesized with the CSound score language. We will
present an overview of the results of our experiments thus far. Fur-
ther results will be presented during our demonstration.

3.1. Pitch-Time Effects

Experiments have shown the MP representation of sound to be well
suited for creating transposition and time stretching effects. As
with the standard time-domain granulation versions of these ef-
fects [21], there are myriad ways that we can use to achieve these
results.
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Figure 4: Schematic view of the Gabor matrix and an overlaid
disintegration function.

Transposition of the granular representation is particularly ef-
fective for percussive, noisy sounds, in contrast to phase vocoder
techniques. Since transients are well localized, the attack portion
is retained, which makes the effect convincing. Sounds that are
harmonic are also transposed well, owing to better frequency lo-
calization than the STFT. Policies for transposing harmonics while
keeping noise in place will be needed to improve this effect.

Time compression and expansion are effective even using a
simple multiplicative method. Time compression is quite excel-
lent using the granular representation, again owing to preservation
of transient structures. An intelligent model, such as the deter-
ministic plus stochastic model in SMS [23], will produce superior
results. Grains cannot be lengthened or shortened limitlessly with-
out losing the character of the original sound.

3.2. Thresholding

Amplitude thresholding is an effect that can sift noise or harmonic-
ity from a sound. This transformation is carried out by resynthe-
sizing grains whose amplitude is lesser or greater than some coef-
ficient. Resynthesis of grains that fall below some level tends to
recover the noise components of a sound. Resynthesis of grains
greater than some level extracts harmonic content and strong tran-
sients from a sound. The warbling effect created by an incomplete
analysis or a threshold that recovers only a small portion of a sound
is sure to become a cliché of MP based techniques.

3.3. Octave Splitting

In the parlance MP analysis, the octave of a grain denotes its du-
ration in samples, expressed as a power of two. For efficiency rea-
sons, the dictionary used in the LastWave implementation of the
algorithm contains only grains of some power of two in duration.

Given that we have a representation that sorts grains by du-
ration, an obvious experiment is to synthesize grains of each size

Figure 5:Schematic view of a shattering gradient.

separately. It was found that shorter octaves retain the prosody of
the original signal while the longer octaves take on the harmonic
characteristics of the input. Shorter octaves have a characteristic
noisy and transient timbre, while the longer ones are “warbled” or
“watery” and are more pitched. This effect was found to have a
very consistent character no matter what sound sample was used.

3.4. Coalescence and Disintegration

Past implementations of these effects were carried out with the
tracking phase vocoder (TPV) in the QuickMQ program [22]. In
this program, the sinusoidal tracks can be altered with a variety
of algorithms. The Granny algorithm realizes disintegration and
coalescence [22] through a process that cuts holes in the time-
frequency tracks of a sound. This transformation, however, is
marred by transient artifacts that compromise the overall effect.

For the present realization of coalescence and disintegration,
a time frequency grid is laid across the granular representation, as
shown in Figure 4. The cells of this grid roughly correspond to the
cells of the Gabor matrix, and grains whose centers fall within a
given cell are said to occupy them. The duration in seconds and
size in frequency of the grid are adjustable.

The amount of the effect is governed by an arbitrary function
(Figure 4). When the function governing the effect deletes more
grains as the sound progresses, disintegration results. Less and less
grains are kept to produce coalescence. The function can, however,
take any form. A random number is drawn for each cell in the
matrix. If the value of this number is greater than the value of
the function during that cell, the grains contained by that cell are
deleted. The resulting grid is called a shattering gradient, which
can be stored for later editing and reuse (Figure 5).

These effects are delicate, and require a great deal of atten-
tion for clarity. Successful coalescence results in a sound being
reconstituted in all areas of the spectrum at once, but in a chaotic
fashion. Well-constructed disintegrations leave a sound falling to
pieces from within, as if by some internal force. In the future, the
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simplest versions of these two cases will be automated for quick
preview use, suitable for subsequent customization.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

Granular representations of sound offer us powerful new ways to
look at and interact with audio material. Early experiments have
shown that these tools give us promising new directions in musical
signal processing. The properties of the MP give us a robust, high
resolution representation that affords new methods for understand-
ing and transforming sound.

Extensive exploration is needed to realize the full potential of
the MP and the resultant granular representation. Computation of
the MP is very time-consuming, making the algorithm useful to
only those with patience or powerful equipment. Optimizations,
dictionary design, and search strategies are topics that are being
actively researched.

The visualizations produced by MP analysis and the WVD can
reveal structures that are blurred in the traditional spectrogram,
particularly transients and finely spaced frequencies. This is some-
thing that shows promise for examining the acoustics of musical
instruments and other detailed sonic phenomena.

Creation of granular synthesis-inspired transformations extends
the artistic toolbox of composers and sound designers. The effects
presented here are simple examples of the many possibilities that
granular representations have to offer.

In the near future, we will be able to use the granular repre-
sentation of sound to create a broad menu of audio analysis, visu-
alization, and transformation techniques unheard of in the Fourier
domain. The already versatile toolbox that the STFT affords is
being augmented with ones using a particulate theory of sound.
This is a universe in which sound has a time pattern and a fre-
quency pattern, an elementary principle [2] that was only partially
acknowledged in Gabor’s time, but one that we fully appreciate in
our own. It is only in the present time, with analytical tools such as
MP analysis and the granular representation that we are beginning
to exploit this property of sound directly.
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